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Outdoor
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So much has happened since Easter, that
we haven’t been able to fit it all into the
usual pages of the JRS Express! Therefore,
please enjoy an additional four pages of
adventures!

#30dayswild
Cumbria Wildlife Trust’s
annual 30 Days of Wild
took place this June. It's
all about slowing down
enough to look at the
bugs, insects and wildlife
as part of your daily life
and finding the time to
explore the wilderness a
little more than usual.
Staff and students have
taken on challenges to
swim with fishes, watch
clouds and draw bees.
They have also spotted
pheasants, lizards, deer,
rabbits, a red squirrel and
of course the school field
wouldn't be the same
without the Herdwicks!
Thank you to everyone
who has taken part, especially Eve Turner and Alana Harrison whose wildlife drawings were outstanding.

GRIZEDALE CREATIONS
Back in May, Year 7 embarked
upon an artistic adventure in
Grizedale that was kindly organised and funded by Great
Places Lakes and Dales. We
had been invited to take part in
a poetry art installation where
we learnt about jobs in Forestry, and spent a day talking
about our world and the local
environment while creating
'live art' with The Knotted Project (based in Kendal). This included pupils working in

groups to write four poems,
two lines of which were then
picked by a Grizedale Forest
artist to be carved into a beautiful piece of slate which will
ultimately be placed in the forest for everyone to enjoy.
In total this art installation involved three different local
schools, each school having a
separate rock.

THE RETURN OF THE CANOE DAYS
We were delighted to re-introduce our canoe journey day for
Year 8 this year. All the students participated in a day of exploring Coniston Water, building their team work and resilience. The weather was challenging being cool and very
windy but this did not deter our students from battling the
winds and leaping into the water at the first opportunity!
We followed up the day in geography working on our map
skills. Thanks to all of Year 8 for a brilliant two days.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH

The D of E overnight expedition also returned this year and I am
delighted to report that 48 Year 9 students successfully completed
the expedition, walking 18 miles and camping overnight carrying
all their food and equipment. The weather on the second day proved challenging but all the students
worked well together in their teams and managed to
complete the walk, even if there were a few minor detours along the way! A huge well done to all the students and thank you to staff and parents for supporting them in their expedition.
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JRS INTER HOUSE CRICKET CUP
It was a lovely sunny day that was perfect for cricket, Brantwood
started off the batting and got a respectable score of 52 runs. Then
Thurston battled second and did a brilliant job of batting and
smashed Brantwood out of the park by getting 72 runs.
Stanley Jordan lifted up the inter house cup for Thurston.
The winner of the best batter was Sam Thompson and the best
bowler was Max Clarke.
Aran Taylforth Year 7

SCHOOL GAMES
COUNTY ORIENTEERING EVENT
It was a sunny day at the
school games when we were
doing the orienteering. It
was really competitive on
the maze course with myself
being the first to black, being the hardest, it went
green, blue, red, black. On
the long course, it was very
easy as the other schools
were mainly walking. Roan
Saunders and Kitty Higton
finished in 1st place on the
long course. It was a very
fun and competitive day at
Carlisle.
James Thompson Year 7

SCHOOL GAMES
COUNTY DODGEBALL EVENT
We went to Carlisle and
took two teams of eight to a
dodgeball competition at
Sheepmount Stadium. We
played a number of games
against other schools from
across the County
(Cumbria). We had a great
experience and had lots of
fun. Overall we came third,
which, for a small school
like us, is very good. When
we got there we all got given
bags with: bottles, pens and
wristbands to keep. We
even saw a giant panda as a
mascot!
Sophie Harryman Year 7
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SPORTS DAY 2022
It was a very sunny day at JRS when we competed in sports day for
our houses. It was my first sports day, so I was very excited but also
nervous. When we walked on the field, we sat down with our friends
and the day was explained to us. There was music and a lot of events
going on. Even though we were competing against our friends and
everyone else
in the school,
we still
cheered each
other on. I
thought it was
a great day
and I am definitely looking
forward to
next year’s
sports day.
Maya Clarke
Year 7

